
How to Set Up a Wireless Router in a Dorm

A wireless router plugs into an Ethernet jack and creates a hub to connect to a network through 

both wired and wireless connections.  This allows you to cut down on the number of wires running 

through a room, which can be both a inconvenience and an eyesore.   This can be very convenient in a 

dorm room environment where space is already limited and being attached to a wire all the time can be 

a hassle, as it can be easily tangled around furniture.

  The built in Wi-Fi in many of the dorms is only available in the lounges, so the next best option is 

to install your own wireless router in your dorm room.  In addition to this the dorm rooms only have two 

ethernet jacks and with many students bringing game consoles with them to school this forces you to 

choose what will be hooked up to the internet.  To make it even worse many devices that students use 

today do not have an ethernet jack and must connect to the internet through a wireless router.

There are special security concerns when setting up a router in such an environment that need to 

be taken into consideration to protect your privacy and security.  This guide will cover how to set up a 

router in one of Virginia Tech’s on campus dorms in a secure manner, all the way from plugging in and 

setting up the router itself to connecting to the network once it is set up and it will allow you to do so in a 

secure manner so that only you and those you give permission will be able to use your network.



Glossary

WiFi- A technology used to create a wireless network between one or more devices.

Ethernet- A standard for wired connection between devices and networks.

Encryption- A method of protecting data from being intercepted when it is transmitted.

Network- A way of connecting devices together.

WEP- Wired Equivalent Privacy, a security protocol for wireless communications, easily circumvented..

WPA- WiFi Protected Access, a security protocol for wireless communications, more secure than WEP.

Wireless Router- A device that uses WiFi and Ethernet to create and manage a network between 

devices.



1. Plug in the power for your router, and connect an ethernet cable from the ethernet jack located in 

your dorm room to the appropriate ethernet jack in the router, this will be noted in your manual for the 

router, on most routers such as this one it is next to the power jack.



2. Now you will need to log into you routers online setup page by following the instructions in your 

router's manual for doing so. once you do so you should a prompt such as this enter the information for 

the two fields that will be located either on a sticker on your router or in its manual.



Now once you login in successfully you should see a page that resembles this one somewhat.



3. What you do next will depend on what type of wireless security your router comes set to use from the 

factory. If it is set to use WEP you will need to change it as there are many programs that malicious 

people can download that can bypass WEP security easily, and you will want to change it to WPA a much 

more secure type of encryption. If your router comes set with any type of WPA you can skip this step. If 

it does not you will need to follow your routers instructions to get to the security page on its online 

setup page and change its security to anything beginning with WPA, then you will need to choose your 

password/key it may be called either one or the other depending on your routers manufacturer.



For added security you may also want to disable the SSID broadcast option in your router's setup page if 

it has the option, once you have done all this you will want to click the apply button to save your changes



4.  Now you are ready to connect your network is setup and you are ready to connect your various 

devices to your new wireless network.  Regardless of the device you should see a prompt with fields 

similar to this one, from windows 7, that you can fill out to connect to your new network. Your network is 

now set up and ready to use!


